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1.

INT. POLICE PRECINCT - DAY
A young uniformed officer, RANKIN, steps warily into the
bullpen. He pauses as he scans the room. The movement
catches SCALES’ attention. He looks up from his desk,
clocks the kid, then speaks quietly over his cubicle to
his partner, HARPER.
Jake.

SCALES

JAKE HARPER’s eyes flit up from the document he’d been
reading.
SCALES (CONT’D)
Isn’t that one of the Uni’s that was at
our crime scene?
Harper shoots a glance to the kid.
HARPER
Yeah. Why don’t you see what he needs.
On it.

SCALES

Scales rises and crosses to Rankin.
SCALES (CONT’D)
Something we can help you with, officer?
Rankin snaps his head around at the voice, obviously
uneasy.
RANKIN
You’re… you’re one of the detectives
investigating the homicide on Alvarado?
SCALES
That’s right. Me and my partner, Harper.
Scales tips his head slightly toward Harper. Rankin
follows his lead and sees Harper focused on the
interaction.
SCALES (CONT’D)
You have some new information for us?
RANKIN
I’m… well, actually detective, I’m not
sure. My partner said to let it go. I
don’t know. Maybe I should.
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SCALES
Why don’t you let me be the judge of
that. What’s on your mind?

Rankin takes a breath. Just as he’s about to speak,
however, Rankin sees movement across the room. MACVEIGH,
an older detective, enters the room holding an empty pink
donut box.
MACVEIGH
Which one of you jag-offs took my
raspberry filled?
A voice rings out.
PARKER
You sure you didn’t eat it already and
just forget about it, MacVeigh? You know - like marking off that dumpster?
MACVEIGH
I got something you can eat, Parker.
PARKER
Sorry, MacVeigh -- my doctor said no more
cocktail weenies for me.
Scales’, watching the usual cop-talk, smiles slightly.
Turning to Rankin though he notices the officer has
stiffened up and turned away from the bullpen.
SCALES
You want to… maybe take a walk outside?
RANKIN
That’d be good.
From behind his desk Harper watches the two exit, then
tilts his head and draws a bead on MacVeigh.
EXT. POLICE PRECINCT - CONTINUOUS
Scales sizes up Rankin who shifts his gaze nervously
about.
SCALES
So what’s this about?
RANKIN
I don’t know. Maybe I should --
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SCALES
Listen, officer… (checking badge) Rankin - we’re past that point. Now you’ve got
something on your mind and I need to hear
it.

Beat as Rankin struggles.
SCALES (CONT’D)
Detective MacVeigh. You’ve seen him
before, haven’t you?
Yes.

RANKIN

SCALES
Another crime scene?
Uh… sort of.

RANKIN

SCALES
Listen, Rankin -- I don’t have all day to
play twenty questions with you, now -RANKIN
At your crime scene.
The bodega?
Yeah.

SCALES
RANKIN

SCALES
You sure about this? As far as I know no
one was sent back after Jake and I left
the scene.
RANKIN
No. Not after. Before.
Before?
Yeah.

SCALES
RANKIN

SCALES
You mean before we got there?
RANKIN
No. Before the… the incident.
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The murder?
Yeah.

SCALES
RANKIN

Small beat.
SCALES
So? Maybe he scores his Mexican grub
around there. Why -RANKIN
No, he wasn’t eating. Or shopping. Or…
anything.
SCALES
I don’t follow.
RANKIN
I saw him sitting in his car. About 06:30
on the day it happened. Didn’t think
anything of it. Lot of people getting
their day started. But when my partner
and I circled back about 45 minutes later
he was still there.
SCALES
Sitting in his car?
RANKIN
Yeah. He didn’t look like a gangbanger.
Thought maybe he was some old perv hoping
to catch an eye of the schoolgirls that
walk that way in the morning.
Lakeside?

SCALES

RANKIN
Yeah. So we pulled up alongside. I asked
him what he was doing there. He flashed a
badge and told me he was on the job. So
we took off.
SCALES
Any reason you didn’t mention this when
we were at the scene?
RANKIN
Like I said. My partner told me: I want
to move up -- keep my mouth shut and do
my job. I just started thinking -- maybe
this is my job.
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